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Ulrike
JASON
PRICE EVERETT

Ulrike Meinhof is dead she died for your sins thumbtacked to a cross of 
aircraft aluminum hanging from her cell window grating braided towel 
shreds for a rope in the chill pitiless light of that longago morning 8 

May 1976 thirty years after the end of the war that never ended seventh fl oor of 
Stammheim prison ‘suicide is the last act of rebellion.’

Strip her dignity away as easily as her postmortemed organs as her delicate 
perfumed brain subtle and exotic thieved discreetly from her violated skull parts 
of other organs lifted for examination the suppression not enough total elimi-
nation of image of myth and thus retroactively the human seed of the greater 
sidelined personality only chemical testing of the panties of the dead scraping 
for cheap yeasts and phantom sperm with which to regale the audience of course 
no evidence of rape did you suppose they would be amateurish enough to leave 
evidence what more evidence demanded than her vivisected body?

Slo-mo footage with that slightly sepiatoned look common to all television 
tapes from the 1970s the Big Three sailing casually through the streets Bowie’s 
‘Sweet Thing (reprise)’ echoing off the facades of the Ku-damm of that classic 
dead entity West Berlin Gudrun Ensslin laughing enveloped in faintly menacing 
hilarity grin a mile wide blonde hair waving like the Reich Battle Flag on full-tilt 
blitzkrieg jeans fl owered shirt Andreas Baader frowning all cheekbones and lips 
sideburns jutting aggressively decked out in a hand-tailored custom-made silk 
shirt lifted casually from some composer acquaintance’s Italian wardrobe eyes 
blank blank circles admitting nothing criticizing everything Ulrike a little taller 
a little heavier a little slower with a face full of patient stern concern and love 
for her unacknowledged third daughter the Federal Republic.

Susan Sontag once said that love/admiration is the worst impetus for writing 
anything that anger is the best and she was right stark worship collapses even as 
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rage congeals and spills down the salmon ladder of impotence to produce not a 
call to arms but recognition where recognition is due ‘kiss the fascists where it 
hurts’ silly burnt boy she expects more from us than to be simply described we 
are groveling casualties of that which in the distant past she rose up against to 
pay with her life Saint Ulrike of Stammheim (say who is that girl with the Sophie 
Scholl hairdo black rose and white rose created Habermas them the pompous 
ingrate) 2 June beatings arrests destruction imprisonment the postwar order was 
teetering and now rehashed recycled through the riskless system as harmless 
kitsch photodocumentation being our only reality barometer yeah well it wasn’t 
the Partridge Family killed Mrs. Polanski buddy remember that it wasn’t T. Rex 
blew up that publishing house in Hamburg.

Youth eviscerated by ignorance and dissipation – color it Yanayev – crude 
deception – even pleasure – unconcealed cynicism – the perception of liberty 
is more important than its reality – best thing to do is to fi nd a wall and beat 
your head against it until it falls – excresences like hemorrhoids in the digital 
fl esh – why are all her images beautiful loved her so fucking much and never 
knew her at all can vaguely recall a day of intercourse followed by sharing a 
very large portion of beef chow mein followed by another go-round and it was 
indescribable remember the fi rst time she went down fi rst time ever been blown 
knew about it in theory of course grew up on equal doses of Gray’s Anatomy 
and the Psychopathia Sexualis but then were lying together on obfuscated bed 
with the black sheets and she apropos of nothing began gently to unbuckle jeans 
and ease them down nothing was said obligingly raised hips a bit to allow her 
to telescope the resisting fabric down complaisant young thighs her unpainted 
nails tracing pencil-thin strips of pressurized anticipation on the skin and then 
just there on exhibit felt poised on the starting line of a famous expedition road 
race round the world or about to hit the beach in an LST under concentrated 
enemy fi re and then her mouth enveloped cock examination of the incident 
fractured aiurgfqpfgq couldn’t ailudgfi pu concentrate on the znbcvacowr all 
the anticipation of an explanation and not even cognizant of the answer being 
provided as blind as the rest failed posterity akjryhfpuw sorry wrdeaswraargam-
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm...

‘And of course I could write you a beautiful, crazy book now – child, crosses, 
white wall, black crepe dress – “I had the best of comrades,” and so on...’


